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The problem of consistency is the following decision problem: 
Instance: Two finite specifications (E, E) and (.Xl, El), where the signature X is contained in 
the signature X~. 
Question: Is (E l , El) a consistent extension of (:Z, E)? 
For the special ease of string-rewriting systems we present decidable and undeeidable eases 
of this problem. As it turns out in order to obtain decidability rather severe restrictions are 
necessary either on the syntactic form of'the quations inE and E1 or on the algebraic structure 
of the algebras (i.e. monoids) that are presented by (E. E) and (El, El) , respectively. 
1. Introduct ion 
In recent years abstract replacement systems such as graph grammars, term rewriting 
systems, and string-rewriting systems have received a lot of attention due to their many 
applications in different areas of  mathematics and computer science such as algebraic 
simplification, automated theorem proving, equational programming, program transfor- 
mation and synthesis, and specification of  abstract data types (Buchberger & Loos, 1982; 
Dershowitz, 1985; Klaeren, 1983; O'Donnell ,  1985). The concept underlying all these 
various applications is the following. 
We have a set S o f  structured objects, e.g. first-order terms on a given signature with 
or without sorts, and a (finite) set E of equations on S inducing a congruence relation 
on S. The set S represents the syntax of our theory, while ~- is the semantics. Now the 
word problem (or validity problem) for (S, ~)  is the following fundamental decision 
problem: 
Instance: Two objects s, t e S. 
Question: Do s and t have the same "meaning",  i.e. does s= t hold? 
One approach for solving this problem is based on the following idea. Let > be a 
partial ordering on S that is well-founded, i.e. there is no infinite descending sequence 
of the form So> s~ > s2>'  ' ' .  I f  So> s~, we say that s~ is simpler than So. Now the given 
set E of  defining equations can be oriented into a replacement system R by taking 
R := {l--, r[l> r, and (l, r )e  E or (r, l )e E}, provided that for each equation (l, r) of  E, 
the two objects 1 and r are comparable under >. I f  the ordering > is compatible with 
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the structure of  the elements of S, then this choice of R implies that each sequence of 
applications of  rules of R terminates after a finite number of steps. Thus, the system R 
is Noetherian. If R is also confluent, then, for each object s ~ S, there exists a unique 
object t ~ S such that s reduces to t (mod R), and no rule of R applies to t, i.e. t is 
irreducible (mod R). The replacement system R is called canonical if it is both Noetherian 
and confluent. One can verify that, if R is canonical, then two objects , t ~ S are congruent 
if and only if they reduce to the same irreducible object. Thus, in this situation the word 
problem for (5, ~-) is decidable, if the process of reduction is an effective one. 
If R is a canonical replacement system, then the process of computing the irreducible 
descendant of  a given object is called normalization. Hence, normalization is the one 
fundamental algorithm when dealing with canonical replacement systems. 
The second fundamental lgorithm is the so-called Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. 
In general, the replacement system R obtained by orienting the equations of E is not 
confluent. Given the system R (or E)  and the ordering > as input, the Knuth-Bendix 
completion procedure tries to derive a system R~ such that R and R~ are equivalent, i.e. 
they both define the congruence ~- on S, and R1 is canonical. In its simplest form the 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure does this by introducing certain additional rules. 
Obviously, this procedure will not always succeed, since in general the word problem for 
(S, ~-) will be undecidable. In fact, this procedure may fail although the word problem 
for (S, ~)  is decidable. For example, let S = T({f, g}, X),  i.e. S is the set of first-order 
terms built from the variables in X and the unary function symbols f and g, and let -~ 
denote the congruence on S that is induced by the single equation f (g( f (x) ) )  = g(f(x)). 
Then the word problem for (S, ~) is decidable, but when given the rewriting system 
R := {f(g(f(x)))  ~ g(f(x))}, the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure will enumerate the 
infinite system Ro = {f f f (x )  ~ g~f(x) I i >~ 1}, i.e. it will not halt. In fact, there is no finite 
canonical system Ro on S such that R and Ro are equivalent (O'Dunlaing, 1983). Hermann 
(1986) has studied the structural properties of term-rewriting systems that cause non- 
termination of  the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. However, see what happens 
when we introduce an additional unary function symbol h(.)  as a "shorthand" for the 
term g(f ( .  )). Let S~ := T({f, g, h}, X),  and let E 1 := {f(g(f(x))) = h(x), g(f(x)) = h(x)}. 
On input R1 := {f(g(f(x)))-~ h(x), g(f(x))-~ h(x)} the Knuth-Bendix completion pro- 
cedure generates the system R2:= {f (g ( f (x ) ) ) -  h(x), g( f (x ) )~ h(x),f(g(h(x))) 
h(h(x)) , f (h(x))  ~ h(x), g(h(x)) ~ h(h(x))}, which is canonical. Obviously, 
f (g(f(x)  ) ) ~1 g(f(x)) ,  
and so, for all terms s, t~S, if s~t ,  then also s~l  t where ~ denotes the congruence 
on $1 induced by the set of equations El. Thus, (S~, ~)  can be viewed as an extension 
of (S, ~). Further, it can easily be verified that, for all terms s, t ~ S, if s ~ t, then also 
s ~ t, i.e. when restricted to the set of objects S, =~ coincides with =. Hence, (S~, ~1) is 
a consistent extension of (S, .-~). Thus, by considering a consistent extension of our theory 
(S, ~) we obtained a finite canonical term-rewriting system which can be used to solve 
the word problem for (S, ~-). 
Above we could avoid non-termination of the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure 
by introducing an additional function symbol. In fact, there are more situations where it 
is desirable to add function symbols and equations to a theory (S, -~). 
If S is the set of first-order terms on a given signature Y., and E is a finite set of 
equations over S, then the pair (~, E) is an algebraic specification of an abstract data type 
(Guttag, 1975; Guttag &Horning,  1978). The initial algebra of (~, E), which is the 
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factor algebra of ground terms (i.e. terms without variables) in S modulo the congruence 
induced by the set of  equations E, is a realization or a model of @. For example, if 
= {0, suc, +}, where 0 is a constant, suc is a unary function symbol, and + is a binary 
function symbol, and E = {x + 0 = x, x + suc(y) = suc(x + y)}, then (7., E)  is a specification 
of the data type N(0, suc, +). By adding more sorts, function symbols, and equations to 
(5". E) one obtains an extension (~1, El) of the specification (:g, E). In our example 
above, one might introduce multiplication as an additional function on N(O, suc, +), or 
one might introduce a binary predicate <- together with a specification for the two-element 
Boolean algebra bool. In general, it is desirable that this extension does not change the 
underlying data type ~, i.e. for all ground terms s, t in S, s ~1 t should hold if and only 
if s ~ t holds. If this is satisfied, then (Z1, El) is called a consistent extension of (1~, E). 
Thus, for the method of specifying abstract data types through algebraic specifications 
the notion of consistent extension plays a major role. 
Finally, the notion of consistent extension is central when applying rewriting techniques 
to program synthesis (Reddy, 1989). Let S be a set of first-order terms on a signature Z. 
A rewrite program P on S is a finite set of rewrite rules on S such that P is ground-confluent 
and Noetherian. A program specification is a pair (P, E), where P is a rewrite program 
on a given signature X, and E is a set of equations on a signature ~ ~ E such that Pw E 
is a consistent extension of P, i.e. for all ground terms s, t over 2g s ~,~,E t if and only if 
s ~-~t. ttere P is supposed to define all the primitive functions used in E, and E defines 
some new functions for which a rewrite program is to be synthesized. The requirement 
that Pw E is a consistent extension of P implies that the additional equations E must 
not modify the primitive functions computed by P. 
Thus, the notion of  consistent extension is central to many applications of rewriting 
techniques. This observation led us to consider the following decision problem: 
Problem of consistency: 
Instance: A finite set of equations (or rewrite rules) R1 on a signature El, and a finite 
set of equations (or rewrite rules) R 2 on  a signature ~2 containing E~. 
Question: Is R2 a consistent extension of R1, i.e. for all terms s, t on E~, does s ~R, t 
hold if and only if s ~n~ t holds? 
This problem is known to be undecidable in general (see, e.g. Guttag, 1975; Guttag & 
Horning, 1978). Here we investigate this problem in the special case of string-rewriting 
systems. Let ~E be a finite alphabet, and R be a finite string-rewriting system on ~;. Then 
R induces a congruence ~-** on the set Y.* of words over Y, and the factor algebra 
~R =E* /O*  is a monoid. By interpreting each letter a ~E as a unary function symbol 
a ( . )  we see that string-rewriting systems are actually a restricted class of term-rewriting 
systems. Therefore, results on string-rewriting systems provide valuable counter examples 
for claims one might wish to establish for term-rewriting systems in general. Also they 
should help to improve our intuition about what can be expected in the general situation. 
Here we establish the following results. The problem of consistency, which is easily 
seen to be undecidable for finite string-rewriting systems in general, remains undecidabie 
even if the system R~ is empty and R2 is finite, length-reducing, and confluent (Theorem 
3.4). For each finite string-rewriting system R not containing any rule of the form (a, b), 
where a, b e I~, we can effectively construct a finite monadic system S such that S is a 
consistent extension of R. Combining these two results we see that the problem of 
consistency is also undecidable in general if R~ is empty, and R.~ is finite and monadic. 
Here a string-rewriting system is called monadic if it is length-reducing, and the right-hand 
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side of each rule is either a single letter or the empty word e. These undecidability results 
are presented in section 3. 
In section 4 we derive a general decidability result. The problem of consistency becomes 
decidable if R~ is a finite system with a decidable word problem, and R2 is finite, monadic, 
and confluent (Theorem 4.4). Here we adopt the following convention. Whenever it is 
explicitly required that a string-rewriting system R, which is part of an instance of a 
decision problem, has a decidable word problem, then along with R also an algorithm 
for solving R's word problem is given. For example, this is satisfied if R is finite and 
canonical, since then the process of reduction modulo R solves the word problem for R. 
Contrasting Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 4.4 we observe that there is not much room left 
for improving on our decidability result. 
Thus, in section 5, we weaken the syntactical restrictions placed on the system R2, and 
introduce some algebraic restrictions on the monoids J~l and ~g2 presented by (El; R1) 
and (E2; R2), respectively, to make up for the syntactical restrictions. We show that the 
problem of consistency is decidable if R~ is a finite string-rewriting system on Ex such 
that the monoid d~ is a group, and R~ has a decidable word problem, and R2 is a finite 
monadic string-rewriting system on E2 such that R2 is confluent on [e]R~ (Theorem 5.3). 
The proof  of  Theorem 5.3 is an adjustment of the proof of Theorem 4.4 to the new 
situation. A finite string-rewriting system R4 on alphabet E~ is constructed from R2 such 
that R4 generates the restriction of the congruence <-->* to the subalphabet Z1. Our final 
result, which is proved by exploiting language theoretical properties of [e]R~., states that 
the problem of consistency is decidable if RI is a finite Noetherian string-rewriting system 
on E1 such that R~ is confluent on [e]R~, and the monoid ~ is a group, and R2 is a 
finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system on Y~2 such that the monoid 
~2 is a group (Theorem 5.4). Under these restrictions the congruence class [e]R~ is a 
deterministic context-free language (Madlener & Otto, 1987), which is the crucial property 
exploited in the proof. 
Before turning to our results we present he necessary notation and definitions on 
string-rewriting systems in section 2. In particular, we review under which conditions it 
is decidable whether two finite string-rewriting systems on the same alphabet are 
equivalent, i.e. generate the same congruence. Obviously, the problem of consistency is
a generalization of  this problem. 
2. Definitions and Notation 
Let Y. be a finite alphabet, and let E* denote the set of all words over E including the 
empty word e, i.e. E* is the free monoid generated by E under the operation of concatena- 
tion with identity e. For weY.*, the length of w is denoted by Iwl: le{ = 0, and Iwal=iw{+ 1
for w e E* and a ~ ~. For F ~ E, the F-length Iwll. of w denotes the number of occurrences 
of  letters from F in w. As usual the concatenation of words u and v is simply written as 
Ut~. 
A string-rewriting system R on 2~ is a subset of Y~* x Y.*, the elements of which are called 
(rewrite) rules. Usually they are written as pairs (l, r), but sometimes we will write them 
as l-~ r to increase readability, For a string-rewriting system R on E, dom(R)= 
{I[ 3r ~ X*: (l, r) ~ R}, and range(R) = {r[3 l e 2~*: (I, r) a R} are called the domain and the 
range of R, respectively. A string-rewriting system R is called length-reducing if Ill > [r] 
holds for each rule (l, r) of R, and it is called monadic if it is length-reducing, and 
range(R) ~ ~ ~ {e}. 
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A string-rewriting system R on E induces several binary relations on E*, the most 
fundamental one being the single-step reduction relation ~R : 
U ~RV iff 3x, y~E* rl(1, r) e R: u = xly and v= xry. 
The reflexive, transitive closure ~*  of ~R is the reduction relation induced by R, and the 
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure "~'~*R of ~ is a congruence on 1~*, the Thue 
congruence generated by R. For w ~ E*, A*(w) = {v ~ '~* Iw ~ ,~ v} is the set of descendants 
of w (modR),  and [w]R={v~* lw~*v} is the congruence class of w (mod R). If 
L_c Y~*, then A*(L) =l,_Jw~Z A*R(W), and [L]R =I,.)~L [W]R. 
Since ~*  is a congruence r lation, the set {[w]R I w ~ E*} of congruence classes (mod R) 
forms a monoid OaR under the operation [U]R°[V]R = [UV]R with identity [e]R. This is 
the factor monoid E* /~*  of the free monoid E* modulo the Thue congruence *-~*, and 
it is uniquely determined (up to isomorphism) by 5z and R. Therefore, whenever a monoid 
is isomorphic to oaR, the ordered pair (I~; R) is called a (monoid-) presentation of oa 
with generators Y. and defining relations R. 
Two string-rewriting systems R and S on the same alphabet Ig are called equivalent if 
they generate the same congruence, i.e. if *-~* =-~,*. This condition is much stronger 
than that of isomorphism, where two string-rewriting systems R on ~. and S on F are 
called isomorphic if the factor monoids E*/~--~* and F*/~--~s* are isomorphic. 
The problem of deciding whether two given finite string-rewriting systems are equivalent, 
and the problem of deciding whether two given finite string-rewriting systems are isomor- 
phic are both undecidable in general (Markov, 1951; Mostowski, 1952; O'Dunlaing 1983). 
On the other hand, it is obvious that two finite string-rewriting systems R and S are 
equivalent if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) V(l, r) E R : 1-~->~ r, and 
(ii) V(I, r )~S:  l~---~* r. 
Thus, if R and S both have a decidable word problem, and if, in addition, together 
with the systems R and S algorithms for solving their word problems are given, we can 
decide whether these conditions hold. Recall from the Introduction that we assume that, 
whenever a finite string-rewriting system R is part of an instance of a decision problem, 
and it is stated explicitly that R has a decidable word problem, then an algorithm for 
solving this word problem is also given as part of the problem instance. Hence, we have 
the following decidability result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The following restricted version of the problem of equivalence is decidable: 
Instance: Two finite string-rewriting systems R and S on the same alphabet ~ such that 
R and S both have a decidable word problem. 
Question: Are the systems R and S equivalent? 
Let R~ be a string-rewriting system on an alphabet ~,  and let R2 be a string-rewriting 
system on an alphabet E2 containing I~ 1. The system R2 is called an extension of R1 if 
• ~--~*, ~ ~--~*~ holds, and it is called a consistent extension of R~ if ~-** = "~'~*.~l~'f×~*, i.e. for 
all u, v~l~*, U'~*R~ V if and only if u~*,v .  If R2 is a consistent extension of R~, then 
the factor monoid ~ "- ~* /~*  is embedded inthe factor monoid ~2 := I~*/~,*, through "-- ~'1 / R I 
the homomorphism induced by the mapping a ~ a(a E El). 
The problem of consistency is the following decision problem: 
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Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R1 on an alphabet El, and a finite string- 
rewriting system R2 on an alphabet 5'. 2 ~_ El. 
Question: Is R2 a consistent extension of R1? 
I f  the two alphabets E~ and E2 coincide, then R2 is a consistent extension of R~ if and 
only if  the two systems R~ and R2 are equivalent. Thus, the problem of  consistency is a 
generalization of the problem of equivalence, and so it is also undecidable in general. 
We are interested in restrictions that will make this problem decidable. Hence, of particular 
interest are those finite string-rewriting systems that are canonical, since for them many 
decision problems like the word problem, which are undecidable in general, are decidable 
(Book, 1982). 
A string-rewriting system R is called Noetherian if there is no infinite sequence of 
reductions of the form Wo ~ R w~ -~ R w2" R" ' " • Obviously, each length-reducing system is 
Noetherian. A word w ~ E* is called reducible (mod R), if there exists a word v ~ E* such 
that w~Rv; otherwise, it is called irreducible (mod R). By IRR(R) we denote the set of 
all irreducible words (rood R). If R is Noetherian, then each congruence class [W]R 
contains one or more irreducible words. 
The system R is called confluent if, for all u, v, w ~ E*, u ~*  v and u ~ * w imply that 
v-~*z and w~*z  for some word z~E*.  The property of being confluent is equivalent 
to the following Church-Rosserproperty: for all u, v~Z* ,  if u~-~*v, then u~*z  and 
v ~*  z for some word z ~ ~*. Thus, if R is confluent, then no congruence class [w] R can 
contain more than one irreducible word. Finally, R is called canonical (or complete), if 
it is both Noetherian and confluent. From the remarks above we see that, if R is canonical, 
then each congruence class [w]~ contains exactly one irreducible word Wo, which then 
can be taken as the normal form of this class, and Wo can be obtained from w by a finite 
sequence of reduction steps. 
If  R is finite, then the process of reduction ~R is effective. Thus, the word problem 
for a finite canonical string-rewriting system is decidable. In fact, given a finite canonical 
string-rewriting system R, the following algorithm for solving the word problem for R is 
given implicitly along with R: 
INPUT:  Two words u, v e E*; 
begin reduce u to its irreducible descendant Uo (mod R); 
reduce v to its irreducible descendant Vo (mod R); 
if Uo = vo then OUTPUT: u ~--~* v
else OUTPUT:  u ~,*  v 
end 
Thus, we obtain the following special case of Proposition 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Book & O'Dunlaing, 1981). The following restricted version of the 
problem of equivalence is decidable: 
Instance: Two finite canonical string-rewriting systems R and S on the same alphabet ~. 
Question: Are the systems R and S equivalent? 
A string-rewriting system R on an alphabet E is called confluent on [w]R for some 
word weE*  if, for all u, v,x~[w]R, U~*RV and u~*x  imply that there exists a word 
z~[w]~ such that v~*z  and x~*z.  I f  R is confluent on [W]R and also Noetherian, 
then the class [w]R contains a unique irreducible word w0, and hence, the membership 
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problem for [w]R can be solved by the process of reduction (mod R). If the monoid ~R 
presented by (~; R) is a group, then the word problem for R is equivalent o the 
membership roblem for [e]R (Otto, 1986b). Thus, in this situation confluence on [e]R 
rather than confluence verywhere is sufficient o solve the word problem for R, if R is 
finite and Noetherian. 
For future reference we state some computability results on certain classes of finite 
string-rewriting systems. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 
(a) There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, when given a finite string-rewriting system 
R on an alphabet 5". as input, determines a deterministic finite state acceptor (dfsa) 
for the set IRR ( R ) of irreducible words (mod R) ( Benninghofen etaL, 1987; Gilman, 
1979). 
(b) There is a polynomial.time algorithm that, when given a finite length-reducing string- 
rewriting system R on an alphabet 2g and a word w ~ 7£* as input, computes an 
irreducible descendant wo of w (rood R) (Book, 1982). 
(c) There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, when given a finite monadic string-rewriting 
system R on an alphabet E and a regular set L~_Ig* specified through a non- 
determinist&finite state acceptor (nfsa) as input, constructs an nfsa for the set A *~ (L) 
of descendants o iL  (rood R) (Book, 1983). 
3. Undecidable Cases 
Here we want to prove that the problem of consistency is undecidable ven for fairly 
restricted classes of string-rewriting systems. In fact, we show that, if R2 is a finite, 
length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system on an alphabet I~2, or if R2 is a 
finite monadic string-rewriting system on Z2, then it is undecidable in general whether 
R2 is a consistent extension of the trivial system R~ = ® on a given subalphabet E~ of E2. 
These undecidability results are established by a reduction from the halting problem for 
Turing machines. This reduction is based on the following construction. 
Let E be a finite alphabet, let L c_ E* be a recursively enumerable set, and let M = 
(Q, Eb, q0, q,, 6) be a single-tape Turing machine that accepts L. Here Q ={qo, q~, • • •, q,} 
is the set of states, l~b = E w {b}, where b denotes the blank symbol, is the tape alphabet, 
qo is the initial state, q, is the halting state, and 6 : (Q - {q,,}) × I~ ~ Q x (Eb u {l, r}) is 
the transition function of M, where l (r) denotes the operation of moving M's read-/write- 
head to the left (right). By definition M halts if and only if it enters state q~. 
Each configuration of M can be described by a word of the form uqv, where u, v E E* 
and q ~ Q. The word uv is the non-blank portion of the actual tape inscription, q is the 
actual state, and the first letter of v is the one currently scanned by M's head. This 
description can be made unique by requiring that u has no leading by, and v has no 
trailing by. The initial configuration of M on input w ~ Y~* is qow, and a configuration uqv 
is halting if q = q.. 
The behaviour of M can be expressed by a binary relation ~M on the set of config- 
urations: 
ul ql vl ~M u2q2v2 
iff a single step takes M from the configuration ujqtvl to the configuration u2q2v 2. 
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. . . . . .  ~.. • o The computanon relatwn of M IS the reflexwe and translt~ve closure ~t  of this relatmn, 
1.e. ux q~ o~ ~Mu2q2v2 ]ff starting from the configuratmn u] q~v] M will eventually reach 
the configuration u2q2v2. By ~M we denote the transitive closure of ~M.  
For technical reasons we need to require that M will never get into a loop, i.e. for each 
input w a~E* and each configuration uqv, if qow~Muqv, then uqv =~Muqv. This we can 
do without loss of generality for the following reason. Given M we can construct a Turing 
machine Mo that simulates the stepwise behaviour of M, and that, while doing so, counts 
M's  steps on a special track. Then, for w e E*, if M halts on input w, then so does Mo, 
and hence, Mo does not get into a loop. If M does not halt on input w, then neither does 
Mo. However, since Mo counts M's steps on its special track, the tape inscription of Mo 
on input w grows arbitrarily long, and hence, M0 does not get into a loop in this situation, 
either. Thus, by considering the Turing machine Mo instead of M we satisfy the above 
requirement. 
Now we want to simulate M by a finite string-rewriting system R(M)  that is length- 
reducing and confluent. To this end we introduce three additional letters $, ¢, and d, and 
take F := ~b u Q u {$, ¢, d}. The symbols $ and ¢ will serve as left and right end markers, 
respectively, of configurations of M, while the symbol d is mainly used to make the rules 
of R(M)  length-reducing• The system R(M)  consists of the following three groups of rules: 
(1) Rules to simulate the stepwise behaviour of M: 
q,akdd-*qjat if 8(ql, ak)=(qj, at) 
q,¢dd ~ qjat¢ if 6(qi, b) = (cb, at) 
qiakdd ~ akqj if 6(qt, ak) = (qd, r) 
q,¢dd ~ bqj¢ if 6(q~, b) = (qj, r) 
alqiakdd -~ cbatak if t~(qi, ak) = (qj, l ) l  
f 
alq¢¢dd ~ qjat¢ if 8(qi, b) = (qj, l) J 
$qtakdd --* $qjba k if t~(qi, ak) = (qj, l) 
for all a~ c 5".b 
$q,¢dd--~S~b¢ ifS(qi, b)=(qj, l) 
(2) Rules to shift occurrences of the symbol d to the left: 
afajdd ~ aida i 
atdafld ~ aiddajJ for all a~ ~ Eb, aj ~ ~b ~ {¢} 
(3) Rules to erase halting configurations: 
qnatdd 
for all a~ ~ Eb 
q, 
a,q,¢dd ~ q,,¢ J
Since the Turing machine M is deterministic, and since q, is the halting state of M, 
there are no overlaps between left-hand sides of rules of R(M).  Thus, the following 
properties of R(M)  can easily be verified. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
(a) The string-rewriting system R( M) is finite, length-reducing, and confluent. 
(b) For w ~ E*, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) wEL;  and 
(2) 3m~N:$qowCd"  ~*tM)$qn¢. 
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From R(M)  we now define rather restricted instances o f  the problem of  consist- 
ency. Let ~ '~:={$,¢ ,q , ,d} ,  E2:=F,  and, for some word w~Y.*, R (w) :=R(M)w 
($d1~1+2¢ ~ $qow¢}. Then R(w)  is a finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting 
system on ~12. We claim that <-'~ n~)lz,*×z~ - id~.(={(x, x)]x ~E*}) if and only if w~ L, i.e. 
R(w)  is a consistent extension of  the trivial system R~ := ~ on ~:~ if and only if w ~ L. 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  w~ L, then there exists an integer m ~ N sueh that $dlWl+~¢d~ <--'>~(w)$q,¢. 
PROOF. If We L, then by Proposition 3.1(b) there exists an integer m e N such that 
$qowCd m * ~(~)$q ,¢ .  Hence, since R(M)c_  R(w) ,  M÷2 m_~ rn . $d Cd n(w)$qowCd ~n(w)$q~¢. 
Thus, if w ~ L, then <--~ R(w)[.y,l*×y.t* # id~ T . 
LEMMA 3.3. l f  w~ L, then, for  all u, veE* ,  U'~->R(w)V implies u= v. 
PROOF. I f  W ~ L, then starting from the initial configuration qow the Turing machine M 
will never reach the halting state q,. Let u, v~Y.*  such that u'~*tw~v. Since R(w)  is 
confluent, u and v have a common descendant modulo R(w) .  Since $dlWl+2¢~ $qoW¢ is 
the only rule of  R(w)  with left-hand side in E*,  this means that u and v can be factored 
as follows: 
u = uo$dlwl+2¢dqul$dlwl+2¢di2u2 • • • $db~l+2¢di~u~ and 
v = vo$dlwl+2¢dJ~vlsdlwl+2¢dJ2v2" • $dlwl+2¢dLvs, 
where r, s>-O, uo, u~ . . . .  , u~, vo, v l , . . . ,  v~E~c~ IRR(R(w) ) ,  u l , . . . ,  Ur, V~, . . . ,  V, do 
not begin with an occurrence of the letter d, and it, i2 , . . . ,  i~,jl ,J2 . . . .  ,is ~ N. Occurrences 
of  the end markers $ and ¢ can neither be generated nor deleted by applying rules of  
R (w). Hence, if t~ ~ IRR ( R (w)) such that u -~ *c ~ ~ q,  the form of  the rules of  R (w) implies 
that each step in the reduction sequence u -~*n(,,~ t~ involves a factor of the form $dt~'E+2¢d ~^  
or one of its descendants. Thus, t~ = Uo$X~q~,ylCdk'u~ • • • $Xrq~y~¢dk%, where x~, . . . ,  x~ 
Y'*, Yl . . . .  , Y~ ~ (Yb ~ {d})*, q~ . . . . .  q,~ ~ (Q -{q,}) ,  and k~, . . . ,  k~ ~ {0, 1}. Analogously,  
if t2e lRR(R(w) )  such that * v -> Rtw~ t2, then 
t2 = Vo$Wtq~,,zlCdtwl • " "$w~q,,z~¢dl~v,, 
where 
w, , . . . ,  w~ ~ l~*, z~, . . . ,  z, • (l~b u {d})* ,  
%,, . . . ,%e(Q-{q ,}) ,  and I , , . . . , / ,E{0 ,1} .  
Observe that, since w ¢ L, the Turing machine M does not halt on input w, and therewith 
all the trailing ds of  each factor $dl'~l+2¢d ~ are used up with at most a single d remaining. 
Since U~*RI,,)V, R (w)  being confluent implies that t~ = t2. Since uo, u t , . .  . ,  u~, 
Vo, v~, . . . ,  v~ ~ Y.*, where ut, • • •, ur, v~ . . . . .  v~ do not begin with a d, this gives r = s, 
Uo = Vo, and u, = v,, x~ = w~, y~ ~- z,, qa, = %,, and k~ = l~ for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  r. Let 
p~{1,2  . . . .  ,r}. 
Then 
• i ~ k $d1~'1+2¢ d' '  ~mw)$qowCd "~ n(,,.)$xoq~,y~¢d " 
= $ woqmzo¢ d I, o *m w) SqowCd j" ~ ntwl $ d1~'1+2¢ dJ', 
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i.e. both these reduction sequences describe computations of the Turing machine M that 
start with the initial configuration qoW and end with the configuration xoqxpy'p, where y~ 
is obtained from yp by deleting all occurrences of the letter d. Since M never gets into 
a loop, these two computations coincide, and hence, ip =jp. Since this holds for all 
p -- 1, 2 . . . .  , r, we can conclude that u = v. 
Thus, if w~ L, then ~eu~l~*×~*- idr.*. 
To prove our first undecidability result let L_  Y* be a fixed recursively enumerable 
non-recursive language. With the language L also the Turing machine M, and therewith 
the string-rewriting system R(M)  are fixed. Now, given a word w e E*, the string-rewriting 
system R(w)  = R(M)  u {$d Iw1+2¢ ~ $qoW¢} can easily be constructed. By Lemmas 3.2 and 
3.3 "~-**t,~[zt~z,* = idx, if and only if w ~ L. Thus, from the non-recursiveness of L we 
obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3.4. The following restricted version of the problem of consistency is undecidable: 
Instance: A finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system R2 on an 
alphabet E2, and a subalphabet E1 ~ ~,2. 
Question: Is ,~,*~ I~×~* = id~, i.e. is R2 a consistent extension of the trivial system 
R~ = ~ on %1 ? 
Using a simple embedding technique we will derive another undecidability result from 
Theorem 3.4, which says that the problem of consistency is undecidable for finite monadic 
string-rewriting systems. But first we want to prove the following embedding result. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let R be a finite string-rewriting system on an alphabet ~, such that no rule of 
R is of the form (a, b) with a, b e ~,. Then one can effectively construct a finite monadic 
string-rewriting system S on an alphabet A D_ ~ such that S is a consistent extension of R, 
i.e. o s I ~.×z.-- ¢~--~ * . 
PROOF. Let R = {(I~, r~)[i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n} be a finite string-rewriting system on an alphabet 
E such that none of the rules of R is of the form (a, b) with a, beE .  For each rule 
(1~, r~)eR that satisfies II,1>1 and Ir~]> 1, we introduce a new letter b,, and we take 
A :- {b, l i {1, 2 , . . . ,  II:l > 1, and Ir,.l > 1}. The string-rewriting system S is now 
obtained as follows: 
S:= { I~ b,-, r~  b,[ ie{1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, If, l> 1, and Ir, l> 1} 
u{ l ,+r , [ ie{1 ,2 , . . . ,  n}, ]l,l-> 1, and It, l---1} 
u{r, ~ l,]i e {1, 2 . . . .  , n}, I1,]--< 1, and [r,l>- 1}, 
i.e. S is obtained from R by substituting each rule (l~, r;), where I ld>l  and It, l> 1, by 
the two monadic rules l, ~ b~ and r~ ~ b~, and by orienting the remaining rules according 
to length. Then S is a finite monadic string-rewriting system on h, and obviously, S can 
easily be constructed from R. 
Let ~ : A* ~ E* denote the homomorphism that is induced by the mapping a ~ a(a e E) 
and b, ~ l~(b~eA-Y). Then ~b induces an isomorphism between the factor monoids 
A*/-,-*s* and E*/-~-~*, i.e. for all u, v~A*, u,~->*v if and only if tp(u)~--~*t)(v). Observe 
that the transformation taking the presentation (A; S) back to the presentation (E; R) is 
simply a Tietze transformation of type 4 (cf. e.g. Otto, 1987). Since ~O[,-. = idr~., we see 
that ~--~s* 1~*×~* =*->*, i.e. S is indeed a consistent extension of R. 
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Let L be the recursively enumerable, non-recursive language over Z that we used in 
the proof of Theorem 3.4, and for weE*, let R(w) denote the finite, length-reducing, 
and confluent string-rewriting system on the alphabet Z2 constructed there. By Lemma 
3.5 we can easily obtain a finite monadic system S(w) on an alphabet A~Z2 such that 
S(w) is a consistent extension of R(w). Hence, El = {$, ¢, qn, d}~,2~A,  and 
• - * " * = idx, if and only = ~-->*(~) 1~, ×z~* ~ RI~) I,~*×~_~', Le. ~-->s(w)[ ~×z~* if*->*~,, I:~*×~* id~ if and 
only if w ~ L. This yields our second undecidability result. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Thefollowingrestrictedversionoftheproblemofconsistencyisundecidable: 
Instance: A finite monadic string-rewriting system R2 on an alphabet Y'z, and a sub- 
alphabet Z~ ~ Z2. 
Question: Is R2 a consistent extension of the trivial system Ra = (~ on Y.~ ? 
Thus, we see that the problem of consistency is undecidable in general even for fairly 
restricted instances. 
4. Decidable Cases 
In this section we present some syntactical restrictions for the string-rewriting systems 
R1 and R2 that suffice to guarantee that the problem of consistency becomes decidable. 
In the next section we will replace some of these syntactical restrictions by algebraic 
restrictions on the structure of the monoids presented by (Y-l; R1) and (Z2; R2), respec- 
tively. 
There are some obvious restrictions that will make the problem of consistency decidable. 
Let Ez be a finite alphabet, and let Z~ be a proper subalphabet of Ez. Further, let R~ be 
a finite string-rewriting system on Z~, and R2 be a finite string-rewriting system on Z~. 
If R2 satisfies the following separation condition (SC): 
V(I, r)eR2:I l l~,-~,>0 
i.e. for each rule (l, r) e R2, the left.hand side l contains a letter from ~ -Z~ if and only 
'¢--> * v* * if the right-hand side r does, then the restriction nz[_~ ×~, of the Thue congruence 4->* 2 
to the subalphabet Z~ is generated by the subsystem S := {(l, r) e R2[ 1, re Z*} of R2. Thus, 
Rz is a consistent extension of R~ if and only if the string-rewriting systems Rt and S 
are equivalent. By Proposition 2.1 this is decidable provided R~ and S both have a 
decidable word problem, and algorithms for solving these word problems are given. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The following restricted version of the problem of consistency is decidable: 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R~ on an alphabet Y.1 such that R~ has a 
decidable word problem, and a finite string-rewriting system Rz on an alphabet 
Y.2 ~ ~.1 such that R2 satisfies the condition (SC), and the subsystem S:= R2n 
(E* x Z*) has a decidable word problem. 
Question: ls R2 a consistent extension of R~ ? 
Observe that if R2 satisfies the condition (SC), then, for all u, v~Z*,  u*->*~_v if and 
only if u ~*  v. Thus, if an algorithm for solving the word problem for R2 is given, then 
we immediately obtain an algorithm for solving the word problem for S, but not necessarily 
v ice  versa .  
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I f  the string-rewriting system R2 is canonical, then it suffices for R2 to satisfy the weak 
separation condition (WSC): 
V(l, r) R2: = 0 implies [r[~_:~, = 0, 
i.e. for each rule (1, r) ~ R2, if I does not contain a letter from E2-E1,  then neither does 
r. I f  Rz satisfies this condition, then for each word w ~ ~*, A*~(w)~ E*. Thus, if R2 is 
, 
canonical, then, for all u, v a E*, v ~->'2 v if and only if u ,a,s v, where S is the subsystem 
of R2 defined by S := {(1, r) E R2II ~ El*} = R2 c~ (E 1" x ~*). Hence, we obtain the following 
variant of Proposition 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The following restricted version of the problem of consistency is decidable: 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R1 on an alphabet E1 such that R1 has a 
decidable word problem, and a finite canonical string-rewriting system R2 on 
an alphabet ~,2 ~ Y,1 such that R2 satisfies the condition (WSC). 
Question: Is R2 a consistent extension of RI? 
I f  the system R~ satisfies the condition (SC), respectively (WSC), we can easily obtain 
a subsystem S of R2 such that S generates the restriction of the congruence ~* ,  to the 
subalphabet E~. The reason for this is the fact that under condition (SC), respectively 
(WSC), a reduction sequence starting with a word w e E* never introduces a symbol from 
E2-E1.  However, in many applications the symbols from E2-Et  are specifically intro- 
duced as abbreviations for words from E~* (of. the Introduction), and so condition (SC), 
respectively (WSC), will not be met in many of the interesting cases. Thus, we must try 
to find less stringent restrictions that are still sufficient o guarantee the solvability of the 
problem of consistency. We will present such a condition below. But even in this situation 
the proof  will be based on the same fundamental idea as above: given a string-rewriting 
system R2 on an alphabet E2 properly containing the alphabet E~, we effectively construct 
a string-rewriting system S such that S generates the congruence +->'1~,~_,, .. Before 
presenting the general result we want to consider a special case which can easily be dealt 
with. 
THEOREM 4.3. The following restricted version of the problem of consistency is decidable: 
Instance: A finite canonical string-rewriting system R~ on an alphabet El, and a finite, 
monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system Ra on an alphabet ~2 containing 
Question: Is R2 a consistent extension of R~? 
PROOF. R2 is a consistent extension of Rt if and only if "~*~.1:~*×~* = "~'*~, which holds 
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Vu, v~E* :  u ~->*, v implies u~*~_v, and 
(ii) Vu, v ~ E* : u ~ *: v implies u ~* ,  v. 
Condit ion (i) holds if and only if, for all rules (l, r) ~ R~, h-->* r. Since R~ is finite, and 
since R2 has a decidable word problem, this can be tested effectively. 
Condit ion (ii) does not hold if and only if there exist words u, v ~ Z* such that u ~* ,  v, 
but u,~-->*~ v. Since R1 is canonical, this holds if and only if there are irreducible words 
u, v ~ IRR(R~) such that u # v, but u ~-->*, v. The system R~ is finite, and hence, IRR(R~) 
is a regular set. In fact, a dfsa for recognizing this set can easily be constructed from R~. 
Thus, by the main result of Narendran and Otto (1991), it is decidable whether there 
exist words u, v~ IRR(Rt)  such that u ~ v, but u+**,v, since R2 is finite, monadic, and 
confluent. Hence, condition (ii) is decidable as well, which completes the proof. 
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The general result is now obtained from Theorem 4.3 by relaxing the restrictions on 
the system R~. It says that the problem of consistency remains decidable ven if the 
string-rewriting system R~ is only assumed to be finite with a decidable word problem. 
Recall from the Introduction that, whenever a string-rewriting system with a decidable 
word problem is part of an instance of a decision problem, we assume that an algorithm 
for solving the word problem is also given. 
THEOgEM 4.4. The following restricted version of the problem of consistency is decidable: 
.Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R~ on an alphabet ~,~ such that R~ has a 
decidable word problem, and a finite, monadic, and confluent string.rewriting 
system R~ on an alphabet E2 containing E~. 
Question: Is R~ a consistent extension of R~? 
PROOF. Let R t be a finite string-rewriting system on an alphabet ~g~ such that R~ has a 
decidable word problem, and let R2 be a finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting 
system on E2~_ga. Together with R~ an algorithm for solving the word problem for Rt 
is given. If Y.~ = 522, we are faced with the problem of deciding whether R~ and R2 are 
equivalent. Under the above assumptions this problem can be solved effectively (Proposi- 
tion 2.1). So let us assume that 52t is a proper subalphabet of "g2. As pointed out before 
we will construct a string-rewriting system R4 on 52~ such that ~*~=~*~21~*×::, i.e. we 
reduce the problem to be solved to the problem of deciding the equivalence of the systems 
R~ and R 4. The system R4 will be constructed from an intermediate system R~. 
Let E3 := {a ~ ~2l 3w ~ E~* : a -~--~*~ w}, i.e. E3 consists of all those letters from E2 that 
serve as "abbreviations" of words from E*. Then 523 = (A'2(521") c~ E2) u ([e]n2 C~ E2), and 
hence, Y3 can be determined in polynomial time from R2 and Ea (el. Proposition 2.3), 
Further, let R3 :---R2 c~ (E3* x Z*). Then R3 is a finite monadic string-rewriting system on 
]~3 that can easily be obtained from R2 and Z3. 
CLAIM 1. R3 generates the restriction of the congruence ~-~'2 to the subalphabet ~,  i.e. 
PROOF. If (l, r) is a rule of R 2 such that the left-hand side 1 belongs to 523", then obviously 
r e 52 3 w { e}, since I e ~* implies that r'--~R2 1~'2  W for some word w e ~1". Hence, the rule 
(l, r) does already belong to the subsystem R3. Thus, for all words u~Y.*, if u~*2v , 
then v~* ,  and u~*3v. 
Since R3 is a subsystem of R2, "--~*~ ~'2 ,  i.e. for all u, v ~ ~3", if u -,-**~ v, then u ,,-~*~ v. 
Conversely, let u, v e E* such that u ~*~ v. Since R2 is canonical, u and v have a common 
descendant modulo R2, i.e. u ~*R2 W and v ~ '2  w for some word w s Z2*. By the above 
observation, weE*,  u~*n~w, and v~*n3 w, and hence, ue-~*3v. Thus, ~-~*,1~,×~.~ =4-~.  
Since Y~ m.C. 523, we  have ""~'21~*,×~* = 4-~* [~*×~* Therefore, we can forget about R2 and 
3 I I " 
concentrate on R3 instead. Fortunately, R3 inherits all the restrictions from R2. 
CLAIM 2. The system R3 is confluent. 
PROOF. Let u, ve~*  such that u,,.-~*~v. Then u,~*2v, and so by the second part of the 
proof of Claim 1 there exists a word w e E* such that u ~*,  w and v ~* ,  w. Thus, R3 is 
in fact confluent. 
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For each letter a e 5:.~-E~, there exists a word v, e E* such that v, "~-~*n~ a. In fact, such 
words can be computed as follows. 
First we determine a sequence Fo, F~, . . . ,  F,, of subalphabets of E3 such that 
I ' o__F~. . . _F , ,  =Ez,  and then, for a eFt ,  i=0,  1 , . . . ,m,  we inductively compute a 
word v~ ~I~* such that v~--~*~a. 
Let F0 := {a ~ E31 (a, e) ~ R3}, r l  :'~- F0 t..) ~1 ,  and for i -  1, 
F i+ 1 :'~" F t k_./{12 e ~'~31 ~l  6 F~:  (]~ a )  6 e3} .  
Since R3 is monadic and confluent, Fo= [e]n.~E3, and "~a = U;_-o F,. Thus, there exists 
an integer m-< Iy~l such that 
Po___ F~gFag.  ' "~Fm =E3, 
and so the sequence Fo, F~ . . . .  , F,, can be computed effectively. 
For a~l~3 we now define a word v~eY* inductively as follows. If  aeFo ,  we take 
v~ := e. If  a ~ F1 -Fo ,  then v, := a. Finally, for i >- 1, if a ~ Fj+1 -Fs ,  we choose an arbitrary 
rule (l, a) e R3 such that I cF* .  Let l = b~b2" ". br. Then, for each letter bj, a word Vb, ~E*  
such that b~ ~*~ vb, has already been defined. Now we take v, ;= Ub, Vb~. " " " Vhr ~ E* .  Then 
v~ = vb~ v~ • • • vb ~-~ *R3 blb2 • • • br = l ~--~n3 a. 
Having chosen the words v~ eE~ for all a eN3, we are finally prepared to define the 
announced string-rewriting system R 4 off ~'x. Let ~:~*  ~ Ig* denote the homomorphism 
which is induced by the mapping a ~ a(a  ~I~,~) and a ~ v~(a eEs -N l ) ,  and let R4 := 
{(O(l), O(r ) ) l ( l ,  r )eRs} .  Then R 4 is a finite string-rewriting system on E1 that can be 
constructed effectively. The homomorphism ~ induces an isomorphism between the factor 
monoid * * ~;3/~n~ and the factor monoid ..~/v*/<--~*a,, i.e. for all u, vo l t . * ,  u~--~*~v if and 
only if ¢(u)  ~-*'4 ~0 (v). Observe that the transformation that takes the presentation (I~3; R3) 
to the presentation (~ ; R4) is a Tietze transformation of type 4. Since 0 I~' = idr.., this 
• ~ "<-9" * * *= implies that o*  n~[z,×~, ~*,]~,*×:~*. 
Thus, R~ is a consistent extension of R~ if and only if the string-rewriting systems R t 
and R~ are equivalent. 
For u, v e 2g*, u <-**, v if and only if u *-~*~ v. Since R3 is finite, monadic, and confluent, 
this observation yields an algorithm for solving the word problem for R 4, Since R~ has 
a decidable word problem by hypothesis, Proposition 2.1 applies showing that it is 
decidable whether or not R~ and R 4 are equivalent. This completes the proof of Theorem 
4.4. 
Is there a way to further elax the restrictions placed on R~ and R2 without losing the 
decidability of the resulting version of the problem of consistency ? Theorem 3.4 indicates 
that, whenever we relax the restrictions Theorem 4.4 puts on R2, we must compensate 
for that somehow. In section 5 we will discuss ways of replacing some of the syntactical 
restrictions on R2 by algebraic restrictions on the monoids ~1 and ~2 presented by 
(E~; R~) and (I;2; R2), respectively. 
Theorems 3.4 and 4.4 give another example of a decision problem that discriminates 
between finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting systems that are non- 
monadic on the one hand and finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems on 
the other hand, More results concerning this distinction can be found in Narendran & 
O'Dunlaing (1989), Otto (1984) and Otto (1986a). 
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5. Algebraic Restrictions 
Here we want to show that some of the restrictions that Theorem 4.4 places on the 
string-rewriting system R E can  be replaced by algebraic restrictions on the structure of 
the monoids "////1 and e///2 that are presented by (£t; R~) and (E2; R2), respectively. Let 
R~ be a finite string-rewriting system on an alphabet El, and let R2 be a finite string- 
rewriting system on an alphabet £2 that contains Yq. The one algebraic restriction (AR1) 
that we will assume throughout this section is the following: 
The monoid ag~ presented by (£1; R~) is a group. 
If ~1 is a group, then, for each letter a e£1,  there exists a word ua e£~* such that 
aua 0*  e ~* ,  u,a. In fact, for each a e £~, such a formal inverse u, can be determined 
effectively (Otto, 1986b). We define a mapping -1 : £* '+ Y.I* through e -~ := e, and (wa) -m := 
uaw -~ for weE* ,  acE1 .  Then ww- l~*eo  *, w-lw for all we£* ,  i.e. w -1 is a formal 
inverse of w. Thus, for all u, v e £*,  u ~-+*, v if and only if uv -1 ~-->*R, e. 
The string-rewriting system R2 is an extension of the system R1 if and only if'~+*R, C <-+*, 
which holds if and only if l-~-->*_, r holds for all rules (l, r )e  RI. If ~* ,  ~ ~*=, then, for 
all a e £1, au, ,~ ~ e ~*= u~a, and, for all (l, r) e R~, Ir-~.~,*, e. On the other hand, if these 
congruences are satisfied, then, for all (1, r) e RI, l~-->* z lr-lr~-->*R~ r, and hence, <'+*R, _C ~-+*. 
Thus, we have the following preliminary result. 
LEMMA 5.1. The following problem is decidable: 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R~ on an alphabet Yq such that the monoid 
~1 presented by (El ; RI) is a group, and a finite string.rewriting system R2 
on an alphabet ~'2 ~-- £1 such that the membership problem for the congruence 
class [ e]R~ is decidable. 
Question: Is R2 an extension of Rig. 
If R2 is a finite length-reducing string-rewriting system that is confluent on [e]n~, then 
the membership roblem for [e]R. is decidable. In fact, rewriting modulo R2 yields an 
algorithm for solving this problem. Thus, Lemma 5.1 applies in this situation. 
COROLLARY 5.2. The following problem is decidable: 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R1 on an alphabet £1 such that the monoid 
• /~i presented by (£1; RI) is a group, and a finite length-reducing string. 
rewriting system R 2 on an alphabet £2D_x~l such that R~ is confluent 
on [e]R,. 
Question : Is R2 an extension of R1 ? 
In what follows we will only consider string-rewriting systems RI and R2 that satisfy 
the hypotheses of Corollary 5.2, i.e. we can always decide whether R2 is an extension of 
R1. Thus, we can restrict our attention to systems R1 and R2 such that R2 is an extension 
of R~. It remains to determine restrictions that will allow us to always decide whether 
or not this extension is a consistent one. Our first result generalizes Theorem 4.4 to 
string-rewriting systems R2 that are only confluent on [e]~., instead of being confluent 
everywhere. 
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THEOREM 5.3. The following restricted version of the problem of consistency is decidable: 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R~ on an alphabet ~ such that the monoid 
d~ presented by (~;  R~) is a group, and the word problem for RI is decidable, 
and a finite monadic string-rewriting system R2 on an alphabet E2 containing 
El such that R2 is confluent on [e]R:. 
Question: Is R2 a consistent extension of R~ ? 
PROOF. Let R~ and R2 be string-rewriting systems as specified above. By Corollary 5.2 
we can assume without loss of generality that R2 is an extension ofR~, i.e. that -~-~*, _ ~*R~. 
It remains to show that we can decide whether or not this extension is consistent. This 
is done along the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Since the monoid ~/~ presented by (El ; R1) is a group, for each a c E~, we can effectively 
determine a word u, e ]E* such that au~ R, ~ ~, u,a. This gives a mapping -t : y,__> ~,  
such that, for all w ~,* ,  ww-l,~, *, e~* ,  w-lw. 
Let E3:={aeE2l~wey,* :a~*~w}.  Then, for all a~E~,aeE3 if and only if ~w~ 
v.* : aw -~ ~e,  which holds if and only if ~w e Z* : aw -~ ~*~e, since R2 is confluent on 
[e ]~.  Thus, a e ~:a if and only if e e h*R~(a' E*). By Proposition 2.3(c) this is decidable, 
and so the subalphabet E3 can be computed effectively. Further, let R3 := R~ c~ (:Z* × E~*). 
Then R3 is a finite monadie string-rewriting system on E3 that can easily be obtained 
from R2 and ~.  
If (l, r) is a rule of R2 such that the leff-haad side I belong to E*, then r = e or r e E3, 
and so (l, r) e R3. Thus, for all words u e E*,  A**(u) = A~(u). Based on this observation 
we can derive the following properties of Ra. 
CLAIM 1. [e]R~= [e]R~nX*. 
PROOF. 
~ {weY~*]w<--~*~e}=[e]R~C_{weE~lw,~,* e}=[e]R~E* ' 
and so [e]R3 = [e]R_, n E*.  
[e ]R2~3 --{We~,*3] W'->*R~e}, we see that R 3 is confluent on [e]R3. Since [e ]R= *c  
PROOF. Let u, v~Z*~. Then u,~->*2v if and only if UV-I~-~*R~e (since ~--~* c <--~* ) if and 
only if uv-~o*R~e (by Claim 1) if and only if u~*~v, since, for all we 
E*, ww-l ~--> *2 e ~ *2 w-l w implies .... ,vrv-I &-)" *R3~ R3 * 
For each letter a ~ E3 -E l ,  there exists a word v~ ~ E* such that v, <-->*R3 a. In fact, such 
words can be computed effectively, since R3 is monadic and confluent on [e]R~, which 
implies that [e]R3 is a deterministic ontext-free language, a deterministic pushdown 
automaton can effectively be constructed for (Book, 1982), and a ~ E 3 holds if and 
only if 3w ~ ~*:aw ~*R~ e. Now we are prepared to define a string-rewriting system R4 
on the alphabet E1 suoh--.t-hat R 4 generates the restriction of the congruence ~* ,  to the 
subalphabet E~. 
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Let ~ : ~* ~ ~E~* denote the homomorphism that is induced by the mapping a ~ a(a ~ E~) 
and a ~ v, (a ~ E3 - E~), and let R 4 := {(~(l), ~(r))  1 (l, r) ~ R3}. Then R4 is a finite string- 
rewriting system on ~.~ that can be constructed effectively. The homomorphism ~ induces 
an isomorphism between the factor monoid * * ~.3/~'R.a nd the factor monoid E~/**R4.* * 
Since ~ [~, = ida,, this means that ~* ,  = ~ '3  ] ~*×z,* = ~*~ I~*~ :~,*. Thus, R~ is a consistent 
extension of R~ if and only if ~R,~* --C'~*'--'R,, which holds if and only if ~h(1)<--~*,O(r) for 
all rules (l, r) of Ra. Since the word problem for R~ is decidable by hypothesis, this 
completes the proof of Theorem 5.3. 
The proof of Theorem 5.3 exploits the fact that the string-rewriting system R~ is monadic 
at a crucial point. A letter a ~ Ea belongs to the subalphabet E3 if and only if e e A*~_(a • Ig*). 
Since R~ is monadic, the set of descendants A* (a .  ~*) of the regular set a. ~* is itself 
a regular set, and we can construct an nfsa for this set from Y~ and R~. If, however, the 
string-rewriting system R2 is not monadic, then the set of descendants A*(S) of  a regular 
set S can be arbitrarily complex, even non-recursive (Otto, 1984). Therefore, this proof 
cannot be carried over to instances of the problem of consistency involving non-monadie 
string-rewriting systems Ra. Nevertheless, using a different approach we can prove the 
following result. 
THEOREM 5.4. The following restricted version of the problem of consistency is decidable: 
Instance: A finite Noetherian string-rewriting system R~ on an alphabet ~ such that 
Rl is confluent on [e]R~, and the monoid ~ l  presented by (NL; RI) is a group, 
and a finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system R2 on an 
alphabet "~.2 containing Y.I such that the monoid ~2 presented by (~'.2; R2) is 
a group. 
Question: Is R~ a consistent extension Of Rl? 
PROOF. Let R~ and R2 be as described above. By Corollary 5.2 we can decide whether 
or not ~*  c <'->'2, and so we may assume in the following that this inclusion holds. We 
must describe how to decide under this assumption whether, for all u, v ~ ~2", u ~-**2v 
implies u <-**~ v. 
Since the monoid ~1 presented by (Ea ; R1) is a group, for each a ~ E~, we can effectively 
determine a word u, sE*  such that aua~*,eo*~u,a.  Hence, we obtain a mapping 
- l :Z ,~y ,  satisfying ww-l~--~*~eo*,w-lw for all weN*.  Since ~-->* c_,->*_, we also 
have ww-~o*2e*.~*~w-~w for all wEE*. Thus, we have the following for all u, vEE* :  
(i) u~-->*~v if and only if uv- lo*2e  if and only if uv-t~*,_e, since R2 is confluent. 
(ii) u ~--~*, v if and only if uv -1 <-->*~ e if and only if uv-~ "1 e, since R~ is confluent on 
Ee]~,. 
Hence, R2 is a consistent extension of R~ if and only if, for all w e E* ,  w-~ *2 e implies 
w->*, e. Now, the latter condition is violated if and only if there exists a word w ~ E* 
such that w~*2e, but w~,*,e, Since R~ is Noetherian, this holds if and only if there 
exists a word w ~ IRR (R ~) such that w -> "2 e, but w # e. Hence, R2 is a co nsistent extens i on 
of R~ if and only if [e]n2n ( IRR(R~)-{e}) =:g. 
Since RI is finite, the set IRR(R~)-{e} is regular, and a dfsa ~t recognizing this set 
can effectively be constructed from R~. Since R2 is length-reducing and confluent such 
that the monoid ~2 presented by (E2; Ra) is a group, [e]n~ is a deterministic context-free 
language (Madlener & Otto, 1987). In fact, given R2 and E2 a deterministic pushdown 
automaton (dpda) ~z can be constructed for this language. Combining 0~ and °k 2 we 
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get a dpda ~ that recognizes the language [e]R2c~ ( IRR(R~) -{e}) ,  and so we can decide 
whether or not this language is empty. 
From the proof  of  Theorem 5.4 we see the following. If R1 is a string-rewriting system 
on an alphabet El and R2 is a string-rewriting system on an alphabet E2__-y~ such that 
~--~*,~--~*~, then the following two statements are equivalent provided R~ is finite, 
Noetherian, and confluent on [e]~,, the monoid ~/t presented by (~1 ; Rt) is a group, 
and Rz is confluent on [e]R_,: 
(i) R2 is a consistent extension of  R~, and 
(ii) [e]&,~ ( IRR(R~)  -{e}) =0.  
The additional restrictions Theorem 5.4 places on R2 are needed only to guarantee that 
statement (ii) is decidable. It is an open question whether less severe additional restrictions 
would suffice. Because of Theorem 3.4 it appears that the requirement that the monoid 
~2 presented by (Y.2 ; R2) be a group cannot simply be dropped. But, for example, what 
can be said if R2 is only required to be a finite length-reducing string-rewriting system 
that is confluent on [e]R, such that the monoid d/2 is a group? 
6. Conclusion 
For string-rewriting systems we have now a fairly good idea under which restrictions 
it is decidable whether a system R2 is a consistent extension of a system R~. In fact, we 
have encountered several different sets of restrictions that suffice to guarantee the solvabil- 
ity of this problem. On the other hand, we have seen that there are fairly restricted 
instances of this problem that are still undecidable in general. In fact, by contrasting 
Theorem 3.4 with Theorem 4.4 we can close in on the borderline between the decidable 
and the undecidable instances. 
When dealing with algebraic structures defined through finite presentations in general, 
we will encounter more general replacement systems than string-rewriting systems. Which 
syntactical restrictions are required to solve the problem of consistency in this general 
setting? Which algebraic restrictions on the structure presented will induce the solvability 
of this problem? It is expected that the present paper will help to increase interest in 
these questions, and it is hoped that our results on string-rewriting systems will guide the 
intuition about what can and what cannot be expected in the general situation. 
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